
S U R E S H K U M A R  K
SENIOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPEMENT ENGINEER

Head of Software Engineering
Konnectify | Dec 2021 to present 

Provide technical assistance to internal
departments and developers
Hands-on experience in web development
(HTML, JavaScript, Typescript, AJAX, CSS,
React, Rest APIs, and Express)
Worked with various services in the Google
cloud platform such as App Engine, Cloud
functions, Pub/Sub, Cloud Scheduler,
Firebase, VM, and so on.
Set up CI & CD pipelines to automate tasks
from development to deployment by using
Azure DevOps.

CAREER SUMMARY

Technologies
JavaScript, HTML/CSS, Node Js, Typescript,
React, React Native, Next Js, GraphQL,
TailwindCSS, Express, Nest Js, Rest Apis, Git

Database
MySQL, MongoDB

Development Tools
Postman, Jira, GCP, Azure DevOps, Figma,
Visual Code Studio 

SKILLSSKILLS

I have been working with web development
since 2018, the period during which I have
worked in different environments, from big
consultancy companies to start-ups. I am a
self-motivated and self-taught professional
who likes to solve problems. 

PROFILE

Email: sureshkumarkdsk@gmail.com

Mobile: +91 8012735554

Portfolio:
https://suresh.believeprogrammer.com

Github:
https://github.com/sureshkumar1211

LinkedIn: 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sureshkumar-
karuppusamy-224052103/

HOW TO REACH ME

Sr. Full Stack Software Developer
Arbaan | May 2019 to 2021 

Expertise and efficiency in integrating
RestAPIs.
Utilized HTML, CSS, Javascript, JQuery, React,
and Express to build 30+ integration apps for
Freshworks  
Mentored 6 junior developers on the team in
expanding Javascript and React skilset.   

SDE-2
ZEE5 | Dec 2022 to present 

Contributed to the enhancement of Zee5
application pages by collaborating with the
core team, leveraging Next.js for mobile and
desktop platforms, resulting in improved Web
Vital scores and enhanced SEO optimization.
Proficient in a wide range of cutting-edge
technologies and frameworks, including but
not limited to Next.js, React, Redux,
JavaScript, Tailwind CSS, React Native,
TypeScript, GraphQL, Vite, and Express.



Freshchat
Calendly is a public app that helps to schedule a meeting in Calendly and users can able to accept the meeting
Zohodesk is a public app that helps agents to create tickets, contact in Zohodesk from Freshchat, and agents can able
to view recent tickets.  
Salesforce sync is a public app that helps agents to view current user leads. contact, task, and opportunities details in
Salesforce from Freshchat. 
Tech Stack: HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap, JQuery, Javascript(ES6), React, Express, and so on.

Freshsales
Acuity is a public app that helps agents to view, and create appointments for contacts & leads from Freshsales. It will
create an appointment in Freshsales when a new appointment is created in Acuity 
Stripe sync is a custom app that helps to configure Stripe events to Freshsales events. It's a fully dynamic app that
can able to configure any Stripe events that turn into contact, lead, deal, and so on.
Here're some clients with whom I have built custom apps for Batchleads, Ciputra, QubeCinema, TireHub, Vahub, and
so on.
Tech Stack: HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap, JQuery, Javascript(ES6), React, Express, and so on.

 

Freshdesk
Westcon app is a custom app that helps to clone ticket properties, attachments, conversations & attachments as well.
Atag is a custom app that helps to view customer information from Atag products. We have done this app in a short
span of time. 
Tech Stack: HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap, JQuery, Javascript(ES6), React, Redux, Express, and so on.

Zapier
I have built a Freshcaller app that helps to make Zapier users able to connect Freshcaller with any third-party
applications 
I have converted Freshsales & Freshworks apps Legacy web builder into UI platform and added new actions for these
apps 
Tech Stack: Javascript(ES6) and Node Js

 

WordPress
I built a Freshworks Forms Plugin in a short span which helps users can able to customize forms and use some built-in
form templates for their Websites.
Tech Stack: HTML5, CSS3, Chakra UI, Javascript(ES6), React, Redux Toolkit, Php, MySQL, and so on.    

 

Konnectify 
Built a full-stack web application (Zapier alternative) to help users to automate their tasks from different apps in one
place.
Led the dev team to complete the product for the MVP.
Worked in an agile environment with weekly stand-ups, kept track of user stories/bugs, and conducted 2 hours of
sprint planning and sprint retrospectives per week. · 
Pair programmed with 3 engineers, and reviewed the team’s code to provide additional perspective and catch
previously missed errors.
We have used these technologies & tools to build this product such as React Js, Express Js, Typescript, Firestore for
Database, Azure DevOps for CI & CD, JIRA for Project Management, and GCP for cloud hosting.
We have built the application using microservices architecture consisting of a collection of small, autonomous
services.      

 

ZEE5
Contributed to the enhancement of Zee5 application pages by collaborating with the core team, leveraging Next.js for
mobile and desktop platforms, resulting in improved Web Vital scores and enhanced SEO optimization.
Utilized GraphQL to facilitate the migration of all REST APIs to queries and mutations, streamlining data retrieval and
manipulation processes.
Played a key role in the ILT Season 2 team, focusing on predictive features and leaderboard implementation,
integrating SSE events for real-time scorecard updates and predictions.
Engaged in the Microsoft Hackathon, collaborating with the music studio team to explore innovative applications of
Gen AI technology.
Proficient in a wide range of cutting-edge technologies and frameworks, including but not limited to Next.js, React,
Redux, Zustand, JavaScript, Tailwind CSS, React Native, TypeScript, GraphQL, Vite, and Express.

PROJECTS


